Names of Gishwati Chimpanzees

a. Adult Males

1. Rukara

Adult male, Broad build, Darker face, Has brown and gray hair on his back and legs, Missing one toe on right foot and three on left foot.

2. Binogo

Adult male, Bald patch behind brow ridges makes him easily recognizable, Sunken eyes, Good build, Right ear has notch.

3. Mabara

An adult male, probably 15 years or older, Has dark markings around his eyes similar to a "Zorro"
mask and missing fourth toe on left foot.

4. Mizero

Younger adult male, Has mottled face markings.

6. Kami

Has a 'mushed' face, Very shy and seldom seen.

7. Mano

An adult male with a small part in his hair, Some scarring on his nose and ears, Missing a toe on right foot, Some sags under his eyes which likely indicate he is an older chimpanzee

b. Adult females

1. Nyiramatwi
An adult female, Mother of Byiringiro, have given birth after field research began in 2008, adult female with lightly-colored face, Has large brow ridge, almost like a male.

2. Nyirabukara
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Adult female, Probably oldest female in Gishwati, Has sags under her eyes

3. Mutesi
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Adult female, Mother of Mutoni, Delicate or petite facial features, Shy chimpanzee that has only been a few times by GACP research team.

4. Mahoro
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Adult female, Mother of Mahirwe, Very shy and seldom seen, Dark face, Bald patch on forehead, Notches on ears.

5. Gihozo (with an infant)
Adult female, Mother of Umwana, Seen frequently, Grooms with the male, Mabara, Dark face with pink lips, Flatter nose, Pronounced brow ridges.

6. Murerwa

Adolescent female, Darker face, Wound or abnormality on lips

c. Adolescent females

1. Keza

Adolescent female, Smaller build, Protruding ears, Lighter face, Long fingers

d. Adolescent males

1. Mucyo
Adolescent male, chimpanzees, Lightly-colored face

2. Simba

Juvenile male, Mother unknown, Shy, seldom seen

e. Infants- juveniles

1. Mutoni

Mother is Mutesi, Sex unknown

2. Mahirwe

Sex unknown, Mother is Mahoro, Nicely shaped face, Protruding ears, Seems curious even though his mother is shy.

3. Byiringiro
Male infant, Mother is Nyiramatwi

4. Umwana

Believed to be female, Likely eldest of the young Gishwati chimpanzees, Mother is Gihozo.